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are oo1 such inscribed and circumscribed pyramids P the 
mapping upon (x) gives the following theorem. 

THEOREM. Let C( and Ci' be two fixed symmetric quartics 
in (x). Construct a guar tic C£l) with a sextuple contact with 
Ci', cutting CI in two sextuples S\ and 52. Through S2 draw 
another quartic C4

(2) with a sextuple contact with Ci', which 
cuts CI in another sextuple S3. Through 53 draw similarly a 
third quartic C£3 , cutting CI in a sextuple SA, and so forth. 
Suppose that after drawing n such quartics, the last C^n) 

through Sn cuts CI in a sextuple Sn+i which coincides with Si. 
If this happens once then there exists an infinite number of 
such series of quartics with the closure property. 

Moreover there exist two other fixed quartics Di and Di' 
which are related to these series in precisely the same manner 
as CI and C 4 ' . 
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1. Introduction. With each line / of a rectilinear con
gruence let us associate the point M in which I intersects a 
surface of reference S. We refer 5 to any orthogonal system. 
Let a, j8, 7 be the direction-cosines of / relative to the moving 
trihedral of 5 at M, the x-axis being chosen tangent to the 
curve v = const. By congruences of special orientation 
relative to 5, we shall mean those congruences for which the 
functions a, /3, 7 are of a special form. The present paper 
is concerned primarily with the case when a, jo, 7 are con
stant. 

2. Normal Congruences. Relative to the moving trihedral 
the coordinates of any point P on I are 

* Presented to the Society, December 28,1926. 
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(1) x = at, y = fit, z = yt, 

where / is the distance along / from M to P . The condition 
that there exist a surface 2 normal to / is that the displace
ments of some point on / satisfy the relation 

(2) £a<5* = 0, 

for all values of dv/du. This becomes on using the well 
known formulas* 

dt dt 
(3) du H dv + a£ du + /fyi dv s 0. 

Hence 

(4) + ^ = o, ——hlS^li — 0. 
du dv 

The condition of integrability, 

(5) —-(o f ) = -—Oiy i ) , 

is therefore a necessary condition that the congruence be 
normal. I t is also sufficient. For if (5) is satisfied, the func
tion / as given by (4) will satisfy (3), and consequently there 
exists a one-parameter family of surfaces 2 normal to the 
congruence. 

Let us now assume that 

(6) a - U, j3 - V, 

where U and V are functions of u and v alone respectively. 
The relation (5) becomes 

d£ drii 
V— = V—-, 

dv du 
which may be writtenf 

(7) UVlr = - F{n, 

* Eisenhart, Differential Geometry of Curves and Surfaces, p. 170. 
t Eisenhart, p. 170. 
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or 

(8) U = PT1 = PdU , 
V 7]ir pgv 

where pgu and pav are the radii of geodesic curvature of the 
curves v = const, and w = const., respectively. From (8) 
we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. If the lines I be of fixed orientation relative to 
the trihedral of S, a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
congruence be normal is that the corresponding radii of geodesic 
curvature of the curves v = const, and u = const., respectively, be 
in the constant ratio a: —f5. 

The condition that the curves v — const., and u = const., 
be geodesies is that r = 0, and ri = 0, respectively. Hence 
from (7) we have the following theorems.* 

THEOREM 2. If a, (ft), be zero, a necessary and sufficient 
condition that the congruence be normal is that the curves 
u — const., (v = const.), be geodesies. 

THEOREM 3. If the curves u = const., (v = const.), be geodesies, 
a necessary and sufficient condition that the congruence be 
normal is that either the curves v = const., (u — const.), be geo
desies and S be developable, or a, (/3), be zero. 

We note that Theorem 2 includes as a special case the 
well known theorem that a necessary and sufficient condition 
that the tangents to a family of curves on a surface consti
tute a normal congruence is that these curves be geodesies. 

3. Equation Defining the Developables. We shall assume 
for the moment that a, /3, y are any functions whatever of 
u and v. For / to generate a developable surface the displace
ment of some point on / must satisfy the relations 

ôx by 8z 

or a P ' y 

(9) adz - ybx = 0, $bz - yÔy = 0. 

* We exclude the case where the lines are normal to 5. 
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When t is eliminated between these equations we get the 
following equation for the curves on S defining the develop-
ables, 

(10) 

a %du Aidu + A2dv 

P rjidv B\du + B2dv 

7 0 Cidu + C2dv 

where we have set 

da da 
Ax = h qy - fj8, A2 = h qïY - fiP, 

du dv 
. dp d^ 

(11) { Bi = h ra — py, B2 = h fia — piy, 
du dv 
dy dy 

Ci = h pP — qoc, C2 = h p\P — q\ot. 
du dv 

When dv/du is eliminated between equations (9) we get 
the following equation in t for the distances to the focal 
points : 

I a Ait + £ A2t I 

(12) p Bit B2t +ru = 0. 

I 7 Cit C2t I 

4. Distance to a Line of Striction. The direction-cosines 

a + ôa, P + ôp, 7 + ^7 

of a neighboring line V of the congruence are found by con
sidering the displacements 8a, 8/3, ôy of a point (a, j8, 7) on 
the unit sphere, relative to a trihedral of fixed vertex at the 
center of the unit sphere, whose axes are parallel to the axes 
of the moving trihedral. If a point P on I generate the line 
of striction of the ruled surface defined by a value of dv/du, 
the displacement of P must be orthogonal to both I and /'. 
Hence 

22 oùôx = 0, 22 (a + àa)àx — °> 
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(13) 

or 
Tl ôaôx = 0. 

This becomes, by means of well known formulas, 

(da da ) 
< —du H dv + y(qdu + qidv) — fi(r du + t\ dv) > 
{du dv ) 

K da da \ 
—dw H dz; ) / + £ dw + 7^(g J^ + qxdv) 
du dv / 

— fit{r du + ri dv) > 

(d@ dp \ 
+ < —rfw H dv + a(r dw + ri dt>) — 7 ^ dw + pi dv) > 

{du dv ) 

K dfi dp \ 
—du ^ dv )t + rjidv + at{r du + r\ dv) 
du dv / 

— yt(p du + pi dv) > 

( dy dy \ 
+ < —du ^ di> + j8(^ rfw + pidv) — a(grf« + q\dv) > 

(d& dz> j 

— r f « H W + pt(p du + #i cfe) 
du dv/ 

— at(q du + qi dv) > = 0. 

If a value be assigned to / this equation gives us the equation 
of the curves on S defining the ruled surfaces for which t 
is the distance to their lines of striction; and if a value be 
assigned to dv/du we have an equation in t which gives us the 
distance to the line of striction of the ruled surface so 
determined. 

5. The Direction Cosines a, /3, 7, constant. We now assume 
the lines of the congruence to be of fixed orientation relative 
to the moving trihedral. The curves defining the ruled 
surfaces whose lines of striction lie on S will be found by 
setting / = 0 in (13). We get, for the equation of these curves, 
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$(0r - yq)du2 + U(firi - yqi) + m(yp - ar)}du dv 
(14) 

+ Vi(ypi — ocrijdv2 = 0. 

The curves v = const., or u — const., will be the lines of stric
tion of the ruled surfaces which they define if 

pr - yq = 0, 
or 

ypi — ari = 0, 

respectively. If 

fir - yq = 0, 

we have* 

P 9 
(15) — = const. = — = •— ctn œu, 

y r 
where o)u is the angle between the positive principal normal 
of the curve t/ = const., and the positive normal to 5, the 
angle being measured toward the positive binormal. Hence 
we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. If I be of fixed orientation relative to the tri-
hedral, a necessary and sufficient condition that the curves 
v = const, be the lines of striction of the ruled surfaces which 
they define is that their osculating planes meet the normal under 
the constant angle defined by (15). 

Let us here recall a theorem of ruled surfaces due to 
Bonnet: 

If a curve upon a ruled surface have two of the following 
properties, it has the third also: 

1. that it cut the rulings under constant angle, 
2. that it be the line of striction, 
3. that it be a geodesic. 

Hence Theorem 4 may be extended to state that the curves 
v = const, are geodesies on the ruled surfaces which they 

* Eisenhart, p. 167. 
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define; and the principal normals meet the rulings ortho
gonally. A similar theorem holds for the curves u = const. 

The condition that S be the middle surface is that the 
coefficient of t in (12) shall vanish. We get as this condition 

(16) ^(a2 - 1) + W ( l - /32) + afàqi - Vip) 

+ y (o^r i — jSijif) = 0 . 

If 5 be minimal we have £/>i ~ ??ig = 0 ; consequently, if 
a = /3, and S be referred to its lines of curvature, (16) reduces 
to 

or 
Pgu = : Pgv 

Hence we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5. If S be a minimal surface referred to its lines 
of curvature, a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
congruence of fixed orientation for which a=(i, have S as its 
middle surface, is that the corresponding radii of geodesic 
curvature of the parametric curves be equal. 

We note from (7) that such congruences are not normal. 
Let the lines of curvature be parametric. The condition 

that the developables of the congruence be represented on 
S by the parametric system is that the coefficients of du2 and 
dv2 in (9) shall vanish. This condition is 

(17) aC2 - 7^2 = 0, T £ I - pCi = 0. 

Hence 

(18) 

Consequently, the osculating planes of the lines of curvature 
meet the tangent planes under constant angle, and they are 

a 

7 

£_ 
y 

= 

= 

const. 

const. 

= 

= 

r\ 
— 
pi 

— 

= 

r 

9 

tan o)v 

= tan o)u 
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therefore plane curves.* We have in consequence the 
following theorem. 

THEOREM 6. If S be referred to its lines of curvature, a 
necessary and sufficient condition that the developables of the 
congruence of lines of fixed orientation be defined by the para
metric curves is that these curves be plane in both systems, and 
that their osculating planes meet the normals under the constant 
angles defined by (18). 

When relations (18) are substituted in (16), this condition 
that S be the middle surface reduces to 

%pi — >7î  = 0 . 

Hence if we further assume S to be the middle surface, it 
must also be minimal. We note that in this case the con
gruence is of the Ribaucour type; for the developables inter
sect the middle surface in a conjugate system. 

6. Isotropic Congruences. We shall again assume for the 
moment that a, fi, y are any functions whatever of u and v. 
The necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence 
be isotropic is that all the lines of striction lie on the middle 
surface. Evidently if all lines of striction lie on some surface, 
that surface is the middle surface. We suppose that all 
lines of striction lie on 5. Then from (13) we must have 

t s 0, 
or 

(19) ^ i = 0, U* + riiBi = 0, £ 2 = 0. 

Hence when 5 is the middle surface (19) represents the neces
sary and sufficient condition that a congruence be isotropic. 

We again assume a, /3, y constant. The relations (19) 
become 

( qy — rp = 0, 

(20) fay - rtf) + Vl(ra - py) = 0, 

[ r\a — p\y = 0, 

* Eisenhart, p. 150. 
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from which we have 

r 
— =s — tan o)u, 
i 

— = tan o)v. 
Pi 

Using the first and third equations of (20) the second 
member reduces to 

(22) rups2 - Çqr? + 2{gim = 0. 

From (21) we see that the osculating planes of the parametric 
curves meet the normals under constant angles. We have 
therefore the following theorem. 

THEOREM 7. A condition that the congruence of lines of 
fixed orientation relative to its middle surface be an isotropic 
congruence y is that the osculating planes of the parametric 
curves meet the normals under the constant angles defined by 
(21), and that the fundamental quantities of the middle surface 
satisfy (22). 

7. Congruences of Ribaucour. The condition that a congru
ence be of the Ribaucour type is that its developables meet 
the middle surface in a conjugate system. We assume S 
to be the middle surface referred to its lines of curvature. 
From (10) we readily find the condition that the curves de
fining the developables form a conjugate system; this reduces 
to 

(23) pira - qrtf = 0. 

Hence when 5 is taken as the middle surface referred to its 
lines of curvature, the relation (23) represents the necessary 
and sufficient condition that a congruence of fixed orien
tation relative to S be of the Ribaucour type. This con
dition is readily reducible to 

a 
— = const. = — tan <bv ctn w«. 
P 

(21) 

= const. = • 

— = const. = • 
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8. Condition that the Lines of Curvature on S and on the 
Normal Surfaces be in Correspondence. We have seen in §5 
that when the lines of curvature on S are parametric, a 
condition that the developables be represented by the 
parametric curves is 

a 

y 

From these we get 

(24) 

When the congruence 

(25) 

fi y q 

pi P r 

a riq 

P ~~ Pir 

is normal we have, from (7), 

P Vir ' 

and from (24) and (25) we have 

(26) Zpi + W = 0. 

Hence, when 5 is referred to its lines of curvature, the re
lation (26) represents a condition that the parametric 
curves on S correspond to the lines of curvature on the 
surfaces normal to the congruence of fixed orientation. 

WILLIAMS COLLEGE 


